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Text for Questions 1 and 2

(male interviewer, teenage girl interviewee)

M What was your first gymnastics club like?
F My mum got me to join when I was six. My older sister was already a member and I always felt 

at home there. I went twice a week initially. I always had plenty of ability – though no more than 
several other girls there – but I couldn’t always follow the coach’s instructions at the beginning. 
Then, as my skills started to develop – when I was about nine – I switched to five times a 
week. My dad would often take me for extra training before school. I forced myself to really 
concentrate and practise things over and over again. That’s how I came to really stand out, and 
it’s when I began to win local club competitions. 

M You were twelve when you took part in your first major championships. What was that experience 
like?

F Well, in the lead up, there was hardly any pressure on me. I’d been recovering from an injury, 
which restricted my training. My coach, who was brilliant, told me I’d be up against girls who 
were stronger and more experienced, but that I shouldn’t get stressed about it. She encouraged 
me to attempt a couple of jumps and a back flip I’d never performed before in public, but also 
said I should enjoy myself, and not worry about mistakes or points, let alone medals. I did what 
she said, and it was great. 

Text for Questions 3 and 4

(two friends, late teens)

F Will you go back to that vegan restaurant?
M I doubt if I could afford it very often.
F I guess you’re paying for the décor and location as well as the food.
M Thinking of it like that, I suppose it wasn’t unreasonable. They could’ve put more thought into 

how the dishes were presented, though.
F They weren’t very colourful, but I didn’t find their appearance off-putting.
M The soup was nice. And it had an unusual combination of ingredients.
F There were nuts and fruit, as well as vegetables in there. That was definitely worth trying. The 

rice and beans dish was a letdown, though.
M It could’ve done with some more pepper. I thought hot spices were a common feature of vegan 

food.
F Not always. Could you imagine going vegan yourself? 
M It’d be good for the environment if more people did that, and although some friends might think 

it’s a bit weird, that wouldn’t bother me. I’d have to eat more lentils, beans and nuts to replace 
the protein from fish, meat and eggs, but I could manage that. It could be a bit complicated at 
home – my dad wouldn’t want to eat vegan food – but my mum’s vegetarian, so I could eat what 
she does minus the eggs and dairy stuff. Whether I could bear to go without grilled chicken or 
cheese is another matter. 

F You could always try.
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Text for Questions 5 and 6

(radio presenter)

The First Signs by Genevieve von Petzinger is about the geometric signs painted on the walls of 
four hundred caves across Europe. These signs, created between ten and forty thousand years 
ago, have been largely ignored – experts have been more interested in the cave paintings of large 
animals. But von Petzinger surveyed the limited literature on the signs and conducted her own 
extensive investigations, and created a database of five thousand symbols, and identified thirty-
two repeated types, including crosses, triangles and zig-zags. Von Petzinger concluded that the 
symbols reflect the emergence of the ability to think in an abstract and creative way – and that this 
started much earlier than previously thought and happened over more than thirty thousand years. 
These conclusions are what’s really significant about her work. Now, the book’s subtitle is Unlocking 
the mysteries of the world’s oldest symbols. Von Petzinger describes the mysteries at length, but 
I found myself waiting for them to be unlocked. What do the symbols mean? Are they a simple 
written language? It eventually became apparent that the mysteries wouldn’t be solved, not because 
von Petzinger isn’t a good writer or hasn’t studied her subject enough. Far from it. But with the 
evidence we have, it’s simply impossible to unlock all the mysteries. A more accurate subtitle would 
be gathering the evidence and asking the right questions. That wouldn’t be eye-catching, though. 
Writers often have little control over the covers of their books, and my guess is that von Petzinger 
would have argued – in vain – for something different because, inside the book, she never oversells 
her findings – she’s very cautious about any conclusions she may draw. For anyone interested in 
ancient cave art, however, this book is highly recommended. 
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Texts for Questions 7 to 12

Speaker 1 (F – 15 years old)
I’ve volunteered for an earthworm project. The idea is you dig up two-square metres of earth, and 
then pick it apart with your bare hands, counting all the earthworms you find. Some of my friends 
are disgusted at the thought of handling worms – they reckon it’ll be hard work too. I know how 
essential worms are in keeping the soil rich, though, and it’s important to know whether an area 
has a healthy earthworm population. Apparently, students from five hundred different schools are 
monitoring earthworm numbers. Getting the instructions out to everyone and working out how to 
collect the data must require a huge amount of preparation. It’s all incredibly efficient. 

Speaker 2 (M – 15 years old)
My science class is starting a six-month air quality survey. We’re installing things called diffusion 
tubes in places around our neighbourhood – I’m one of the people identifying the locations for them, 
actually. When air gets into a tube, it reacts with a chemical, and back in the school lab, our teacher 
will show us how to analyse the reaction. I usually find chemistry hard to follow, but, hopefully, seeing 
what the chemical reactions mean in practice will help. Some of my classmates have made negative 
comments about the whole thing. ‘Not another project about the environment,’ they say. It’s such a 
pity they see it that way – I think it’s really useful to find out how polluted the air we’re breathing is. 

Speaker 3 (F – 15 years old)
Yesterday, a wildlife expert came to help us launch a new project. My school has acquired some 
special video cameras for night-time filming, and I was selected as one of the students the expert 
would train up. She helped us set up the cameras in the school grounds, and told us what to look 
out for in all the footage we get. I actually doubt whether there’s much night-time activity around here 
– the odd cat, fox or mouse running around perhaps? And I don’t really understand why we’d want 
records of that sort of thing. Some of my classmates say that monitoring all the footage will be too 
time-consuming, but you never know, being able to use these cameras could come in useful at some 
point. 

Speaker 4 (M – 15 years old)
Tonight’s my first go at star counting. All you do is look through a cardboard tube at eight different 
sections of the night sky and count the stars you see each time – then send your data off to some 
scientists via an app. Thousands of people are contributing to the project worldwide – which I think is 
amazing – and the idea is to get detailed information about light pollution. You can repeat the activity 
on different days in different locations, and when you’ve done it twenty times, you’re entitled to free 
use of some telescopes at a space observatory. I can’t wait. I’ll be doing the star counting in places 
where my friends can’t see me, though – they’d just make fun of me. 

Speaker 5 (F – 15 years old)
Today I was nominated as leader of a team for a project called Frog I.D. Once a week over three 
months we’ll go round a local lake recording all the frogs we spot and taking photos of them. It’s 
hardly very complicated, so I don’t know why we need a leader, but I don’t mind doing it. We’ll send 
our results to some scientists researching frog numbers to discover if certain types are disappearing. 
Students in many places are doing the same thing, so the scientists should get masses of data. Not 
everyone finds frogs appealing, but I can’t see any point approaching it with negativity – you can get 
a lot out of things like this. 

Speaker 6 (M – 15 years old)
I recently joined the school’s biodiversity team. The existing members had already worked out a 
detailed activity programme for the coming year. Every three months, we’ll survey all the plants 
and animals in the school grounds. We’ll use an app to identify and record species, and then if the 
evidence suggests it’s sensible, the aim is to increase biodiversity by introducing more plants and 
even creating a wetlands area. My particular responsibility is to organise all the photos we take. It 
sounds a lot, and I do wonder whether I’ve taken on more than I can cope with. But other members 
of the team are very insistent I should stick with it, and I find it hard to argue with them.
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Texts for Questions 13 to 22

(male, mid-thirties)

Hello. My name’s Joe Fenton and I compose music for films. It isn’t an easy career to get started in. 
Young composers often begin by writing music for things like educational videos or TV programmes. 
My early experience was mostly with advertisements actually, but I was always looking out for ways 
to get into the film industry. I even wrote some music to accompany a car chase, which I sent to a 
film production company as an example of what I could do. It was turned down, but they did say they 
needed a soundtrack for a fight scene in a thriller they were making. So, I did that, they liked it, and 
that’s how I started making a living out of film music. Music dominates my whole life really. I play in 
a band with some friends. I tend to use the piano when I’m composing, and sometimes the guitar, 
but with the band, I stick to the trumpet. I recently completed the soundtrack for a romantic comedy. I 
hadn’t done one before and it was an interesting experience. I’m writing music for a historical drama 
at the moment. Putting in the emotional content that’s needed is tricky – you have to be careful not 
to exaggerate. The key is coming up with the main melody. It’s what I always struggle with more 
than anything else. The thing is, you return to it again and again at key points in the story, and it 
has to be spot on. I try to include an innovation – something fresh and different – in each film I do. 
It might be the overall musical style – I might incorporate rap, for instance – or bird song. This time 
I’m trying to make noises from an outdoor market part of the soundtrack. It’s working well. Now I 
have experience, I quite often get younger composers coming to me for advice and one thing they 
ask is where the inspiration for my music comes from. Well, when I’m asked to write the music for a 
new film, I first watch whatever version is available several times, and write down what I see – what 
the key people in the film are like, for example. Some composers will study the script very carefully 
and also other film music in the same genre. I focus entirely on what I can see in the film I’m writing 
for, though – what the setting is like, for example, and the costumes. I also have discussions with 
the director and producers – it’s vital to understand what they want and expect from the soundtrack. 
Then, at a certain point, it’s a good idea to have a break before getting down to writing the music, 
so you can absorb everything you’ve been researching. My preference is for hiking. One composer 
I know goes skiing. Another question I get asked is about the skills a composer like me needs. Well, 
there are certain practical things. Being able to write music is essential, of course, but as well as 
that, you’re responsible for recording the music. So, you have to hire musicians. You need a good 
command of digital music technology, particularly so you can edit what you’ve got the musicians to 
record, and then mix it. Many composers create their music digitally, these days. There’s nothing 
wrong with that, but I take a more traditional approach. To be successful, there are certain more 
general things you need to be able to do. Teamwork is crucial and that’s always come naturally 
to me – happily. Networking also helps you a lot, though I struggle with that. Time management is 
something else I could do with improving, but what I do have a talent for is problem-solving – and 
it comes in handy all the time. Well, that’s it for now, but if you have any questions, I’d be happy to 
answer them. 
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Text for Question 23

(female – late teens)

My presentation today is about Brasilia, the capital of Brazil. Brasilia didn’t evolve over time – it was 
the result of detailed planning. In fact, a group of architects won a competition to design it in 1956, 
and within four years, the building work was finished – so the government relocated there in 1960. 
The latest ideas in urban design were influential. Rather than the traditional bricks and wood, most 
of the key structures were made of concrete. Lots of steel also featured. I don’t know how familiar 
you are with the geography of Brazil, but whereas the former capital, Rio de Janeiro, is on the 
Atlantic coast in the south, its successor is a long way from the sea, in the highlands in the west. 
The climate is tropical, with two seasons. May to September is dry and it’s wet between October 
and April. So, why was Brasilia built in the first place? The country’s president at the time – a man 
called Kubitschek – thought a brand new city would stimulate economic and industrial progress. 
He felt something was needed to present the country as modern. It would also provide a venue for 
the government to operate in, added to which, international interest would be raised. Part of what 
makes Brasilia unusual is its layout – it’s built along two main axes or lines, which cross each other, 
resembling the shape of an airplane. Public buildings like the ministries and the cathedral are on one 
axis, the so-called monumental one – that’s like the body of the plane. The other axis, which is like 
the wings, is where you find apartment blocks, schools and shops – that’s the residential one. Brasilia 
has always attracted lots of visitors. Many large buildings constructed in the twentieth century are 
considered to be rather heavy and ugly-looking, but those built in Brasilia are almost always highly 
praised by visitors, with terms such as elegant and imaginative being very typical. While public 
buildings elsewhere in Brazil are often described as clumsy, in Brasilia, the presidential palace, for 
example, is seen as magical. Reactions to the city as a whole, though, tend to be more negative. Big 
cities are often messy – even chaotic – places but they’re also lively and exciting. Adjectives such 
as boring tend to be associated with Brasilia, however. Artificial is another I’ve come across a lot. 
But what’s it like to actually live in Brasilia? Apparently, certain things are great. Bus services and 
the metro trains work pretty well, and there’s very little congestion, though traffic problems aren’t 
completely absent. Local people really appreciate the fact that there also seems to be a sense of 
security – particularly compared with other Brazilian cities. On the other hand, there’s no street life, 
which seems strange given Brazil’s image of the land of carnivals. Like other urban areas in Brazil, 
there’s also huge inequality in levels of income among people in Brasilia. At the same time, many 
people complain about the high cost of living. Anyway, I’d very much like to visit Brasilia one day.


